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\textbf{Abstract}—This paper investigates whether some aspects of health data are related to depressive tendency. A limitation of previous studies is using only a few aspects of health data, which motivated us to utilize a multidimensional health data. 987 participants, recruited through crowdsourcing answered 253 questions asking about their lifestyle and depressive tendency. Classification between high and low depressive tendency was performed using the health data as features. A random forest based classifier reached 0.97 accuracy, which outperformed a logistic regression based classifier. Important features were extracted from several categories including constitution and personality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Depression is one of the mood disorders, having symptoms, lost of interest or pleasure and depressed mood [1].

Many depression risk factors may exist, leading researchers to investigate the factors related to depression. It was suggested that the level of satisfaction regarding human relationship was related to depressive tendency [2]. Another study reported the strong relationship between eating alone and depression [3].

These past studies focused on few aspects of health data when examining depression risk factors. In addition, generalization ability for unknown data was not discussed in spite of creating predictive models for depressive tendency. This is because their main interest was to investigate the relationships between depression and personal life features as opposed to predicting depressive tendency.

The purpose of the current study is predicting depressive tendency from the multidimensional health data, and finding more efficient questions for the purpose.

II. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL HEALTH DATA

A. Questionnaire

We created a questionnaire, which includes six questions [4] indicating depressive tendency (K6) and 247 questions about a health data, divided into ten categories (constitution, personality, demographic, communication, smoking, exercise, health condition, sleeping and dietary habits, interaction with neighbors).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Rank & Categories & Questions \\
\hline
1 & Constitution & Are you likely to be scared or anxious? \\
2 & Constitution & Do you have energy? \\
6 & Personality & I am relaxed, handle stress well. \\
7 & Personality & I get nervous easily. \\
13 & Demographic & How old are you? \\
26 & Dietary habit & How many times do you order take-away? \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Important questions from several categories.}
\end{table}

B. Classification

We created predictive models that classify 372 participants, recruited from crowdsourcing as high or low depressive tendency using their health data as features. The participants with K6 score 13+ were labeled as “high depressive tendency” whereas the rests were labeled as “low depressive tendency”. The participants were divided into three groups, train, validation, and test (7:1:2), and logistic regression (LR) as well as random forest (RF) were employed for the classification.

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The classification accuracy of LR and RF were 0.95 and 0.97, respectively. RF made one false positive and one false negative predictions. Table I describes efficient questions in RF, which include constitution, personality describing neuroticism, and dietary habits.

In conclusion, this work proposed a new approach, using a multidimensional health data and crowdsourcing. The experimental result showed the possibility that depressive tendency is predicted by individuals’ health data.
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